Greetings from Special Olympics Bharat

Kolkata combines Special Athletes and Street Children in Theatre
The Five Mad Men theatre in Kolkata held for the first time, an inclusive presentation that had the Athletes
participate along side the street children, both, reaching out to over 180 audience. The Special Olympics
Bharat West Bengal & the Civilian Welfare Foundation jointly organized the show that showcased
differences and acceptance. 20 days of practices prior to the show added opportunities of coordination and
bonding within the group.

It was a first time for the Athletes. Sanjeeb Patra, 24 yrs,
footballing Athlete was thrilled with the experience, “There
were so many people. Everyone was clapping and cheering
for us. I didn't feel different from anyone. Also, I was takena-back when Sidhu da (Sidhartha Sankar – a famous singer
from the Cactus band) started singing with us. That was a
dream come true moment”. At a point when the music
stopped due to a sudden technical fault, it did not affect
them, they were so spontaneous with their performance that
the audience didn't even realize that there was a snag at all.
For the Unified Partner too it was a new experience,
Pradip Mondal 15 yrs, said “I never acted or dressed up like
a girl before; I felt anxious when I thought what would be the
reaction of my friends and my parents after they saw me as a Goddess "DURGA" on the stage. But I really
enjoyed the rehearsals and the play too. I never thought that I could get to perform together with athletes!”
A striking synergy between the two groups was witnessed by Ms Nupur Sarkar, the theatre Instructor who
at first trained the two groups separately and then brought them together.The Athletes grasped a flavour of
a deep culture of the city that enjoys a long tradition of theatre.
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Kerala set to celebrate the sporting achievements of the Athletes every
month
On 29 August 2021, the National Sports Day, SO Bharat Kerala launched a sports & fitness initiative for
the state detailing its reach to the grassroot. The virtual launch of FESA (Fitness exercises for Special
Athletes) was witnessed by over 900 viewers, including the Athletes, Coaches, families, schools, volunteers
and the Program officials from the local, district, state and national levels. The launch was graced by the
presence of Mr. Abdhurahiman the Sports minister of the state along with several distinguished guests from
the fields of sports, local state government and entertainment. The state representatives of the Lions Club
and the Rotary International were present too, having earlier participated in discussions to partner with the
state in this activation

The fitness program is a meticulously structured and rolling program to ensure local, district and state level
participation with the objective of reaching out to the unreached.
The Trainers & Coaches of Kerela will video record exercises in a series, every 15 days, which will be
distributed to percolate to the local levels through the Schools and Coaches. The schools and families will
be reached out consistently for closest support and guidance to the Athletes. The practice will be fortified
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through partnerships and recognition to the
Athletes in the form of certificates and prizes
which will be awarded continuously, and, to new
participants each time. Performances will be
captured in videos that would be submitted to
each one’s reporting authority. Every month will
celebrate sporting accomplishments of the
Athletes.
Sister Rani Joe, Program Manager, SO
Bharat Kerala, “It’s the prime motive of Special Olympics to provide ample opportunities that promotes
social equality through SPORTS. The Athletes will get to keep themselves actively occupied and also get
more quality time to spend with their families. Following the example of the National level events we felt the
need to activate, not just a few, but all the Athletes within our state and we hope to achieve it through this
program”
___________________________________

Celebrating the legacy of Major Dhyanchand

Special Olympics Bharat Athletes, Coaches, families volunteers and Program officials upheld the spirit of
Sports at a virtual event organized by the Delhi Chapter. The Chief Guest, Mr Sajan Prakash, the Indian
Swimmer who participated in the 2016 Rio Olympics and the 2021 Tokyo Olympics shared his journey and
learnings with the Special Athletes. Expressing the importance of building a Sports Culture in India, Mr
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Sajan Prakash said, “Despite injuries before both the Olympics I decided to carry on. I did not let my
determination get dampened by them. Sports is a learning experience and teaches us values that would
fuel our growth in any field we henceforth pursue”
The session was graced by many distinguished guests including Mr Satish Pillai, Board Member of the
Special Olympics International, Dr (Mrs) Mallika Nadda the Chairperson of SO Bharat, Dr DG Chaudhari,
General Secretary, SO Bharat. The one-and-a-half-hour event unfolded the importance of sports from
multiple perspectives which were spotlighted at a Panel Discussion that invited the opinions of
accomplished persons from the field of education, sports and media. Ms Aarushi Sharma, the Special
Olympics (Delhi) Silver Medalist in Basketball from the Special Olympics World Summer Games held in
2019 in Abu Dhabi, UAE, and her mother, Ms Poonam Sharma, an Aanganwadi teacher, shared personal
journeys of challenges, rejection, perseverance and victory that underpinned sports as a catalyst in bringing
about development and Inclusion
While wishing everyone on the National Sports Day, Mr Satish Pillai, a Dhyan Chand Awardee, a former
Chairman of SO Bharat and presently a member of the Special Olympics International Board said, “Every
day should be a Sports day. It is important for everyone to participate in sports, to be fit and healthy.
Technology has made our lives sedentary while a human body is best when physically active. Sports
prepares us to face challenges and to respect each-other’s strengths. It should be made a part of the school
curriculum. Sports should be a way of life”
___________________________________

Karnataka felicitates Archana Jaivittal , the DanceSport Athlete from
India

Archana Jaivittal, the Aquatics Athlete from Karnataka , competed on 20 August 2021 alongside 80
participants securing a fifth position in the Special Olympics World Championship Dance Sport Graz
(Austria)-2021. More than 900 spectators witnessed the event in person and the event was broadcasted
live on multiple platforms for online viewers. Soon after the medal ceremony, she wanted to congratulate
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the Gold Medalist of the event and she did so. “I found the gesture priceless”- said her brother Akshay
Jaivittal, assistant Professor, Department of Information & Communication Technology in Manipal Institute
of Technology, Manipal
On her return to India, Archana was well- received at Bangalore and then welcomed at ASARE (which is a
Joint project of the ARCHANA Trust & the MANIPAL ACADEMY OF HIGHER EDUCATION, to help the
differently abled citizens across the country). She was felicitated in a Rotary function and also at ASARE
by the Human Welfare Association of the Udupi Chapter
DanceSport became an officially recognized Special Olympics Sport in March 2019 during the Special
Olympics World Games Abu Dhabi 2019 where it premiered as a demonstration sport. It will be featured as
a medal event at the Special Olympics Winter World Games 2025. To become an “official” Special Olympics
sport, DanceSport was instituted by 24 Programs in three Regions. It adopted a set of Special Olympics
rules based on World DanceSport Federation rules.
___________________________________

National Virtual Football Competition
The Virtual National Football tournament engaging 175 Athletes and approx. 30 Coaches, 16 officials and
70 volunteers from 16 States was launched on 15 August 2021, in the distinguished presence of Mr Dipak
Natali, President & Managing Director and Mr Coen Van Putten, Manager Sports from Special Olympics
Asia Pacific along with Dr (Mrs) Mallika Nadda the Chairperson of SO Bharat. The Athletes are competing
across five skills including Dribbling, Ball control and turn, shooting in the goal, Target Hitting and Thigh
Tap

Funded by ESPN, the event substantiates the meaningful partnership between SOI and ESPN that started
in 2013 and continues to strengthen Sports to promote Inclusion, in India along with other National Special
Olympics programs around the world
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The preliminary rounds started on the 20th of August ,assigning separate days to the rest of the state teams.
Divisioning, a feature specific to Special Olympics sports, will decide the final teams who will enter the
competitive rounds from 20 September 2021 and is expected to continue until the end of the month of
October 2021. Divisioning is a fundamental rule at Special Olympics that athletes in competitions are
matched up with others of the same gender, about the same age and most importantly, of about the same
competitive ability.
The first preliminary round session was witnessed by Mr Deepak John Nayak, Consultant & Manager,
Futsal and Baby leagues, All India Football Federation, who said, “From what I have witnessed in the past
few years and more so now, Special Olympics leads the way in terms of recognizing the changing situation
and fitting into the new procedures, to continue to keep the Athletes and Coaches meaningfully involved.
The planning of this event and the detailing to ensure smooth execution is very note-worthy and
appreciated”
___________________________________

Assessing Occupational Stress & Wellbeing Among Special Educators
Varnika Tyagi, a student of Masters in Clinical Psychology from
the Amity University UP, Noida carried out research on the topic
'The Occupational Stress and Wellbeing among Special
Educators' in February 2021. The study was conducted on 105
Special Educators from SO Bharat and was published, recently,
in the International Journal of Indian Psychology. Read here
The Participants’ opinion on ‘What do you like the most about
your job?’ were solicited to understand what factors make their
job exciting and engaging- for them. On the basis of the
responses, six basic themes are identified: self-satisfaction,
interaction with students, teaching, problems, learning new
things, and others (such as, timings of the job, job security and
flexibility). Interacting with children and caring for them is the
most likable aspect of teaching for teachers of all ages although
there were specific trends observed against different age categories as well.
___________________________________
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Building a Culture of Inclusion with the Power of the YOUTH
While the pandemic changed the normal, it did not
dampen the spirit of the youth to join Special Olympics
along with infusing a youthful zeal within the adult
mentors. From March to July 2021 seven Local Youth
leadership Summits were held across eight states
engaging 752 youth with and without ID and reaching
out to 145 schools, out of which 98 were introduced to
this program.
The Summits triggered and substantiated the evolution
of Youth Activation at state levels. The states of
Rajasthan, Delhi, Gujarat, Assam, Chattisgarh,
Haryana , Uttar Pradesh and Uttrakhand reached out
to the Youth to form core planning teams , with the
leadership of whom, state level virtual and in-person
summits were held inviting the school administrators, teachers, coaches, parents, media etc. These
followed up to the three -day Virtual National Youth Summit held in October 2020
Special Olympics Asia Pacific opened the opportunity for India with the Lead to Include Project, supported
by Lane Global Youth Leadership, Kantar, PMI Educational Foundation (PMIEF), Microsoft and other
supporters creating global, National, and local opportunities to train the youth as not only Youth Leaders,
but as trainers of other Youth Leaders. Read More
___________________________________
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SOAP ATHLETE LEADERSHIP FORUM 2021
The Athlete Leadership Forum 2021 organized
by the Special Olympics Asia Pacific (SOAP)
was held on 21 and 28 August encouraging the
Athlete leaders from the region to voice their
opinions around matters of global importance.
The event was hosted by Shrey Kadian, SOAP
member of the Global Athlete Leadership
Council and Chairperson of the SO Bharat
National Athlete Input Council on the first day,
and by Jasmine Sharif, member of the Regional
Athlete Input Council on the second.
“Leaving No One Behind from the Sustainable
Development Goals” was the theme of the
forum. While the first day focused on the SDG #
4 which is Quality Education, the second held
the spotlight on SDG#8 being, decent work and
economic growth, underpinning its relevance in
mainstreaming Persons with Intellectual
Disability.
The Athletes jointly expressed the need to
create equal opportunities for learning, safer and inclusive environments at schools and designing
resources to support different ways of learning. Talking on the SDG#8, Carmelo Sebastian (Dacki)
Sandiego, Co-chair of the Regional Athlete Input Council, said, “Together we can find ways to encourage
and tell employers to look at our abilities, instead of our disabilities”
As the Special Olympics Inclusion Revolution gains momentum, the Special Athletes urge the wider
communities to create an ecology that removes categories and barriers and embrace every individual by
recognizing each ones’ abilities
PARTNERS IN INCLUSION
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